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This training aid and reference manual assists casual users, software developers, and SourceSafe administrators in installing, configuring, and maintaining SourceSafe in a variety of development environments. A broad spectrum of topics are covered, from the basics of installation and maintenance, to more advanced features such as reporting, to very advanced features like automation. The book starts with the basics of installation and configuration and goes on to explain the theory behind SourceSafe. Thorough coverage includes using SourceSafe as a standalone tool and how to integrate it into other Microsoft products such as Visual Studio, Microsoft Office, and SQL Server. Common problems and their solutions are discussed for all of these environments. Also included are several advanced chapters: for developers, how to manipulate source code control features via Automation or the command-line interface, and for administrators, how to optimally test and maintain SourceSafe data and security models. Numerous software and batch file examples, included in the body text and available for download, illustrate key points and provide a good starting point for anyone looking to customize and optimize their SourceSafe platform.                                       

The story behind SourceSafe seems almost clichéd: "A couple of guys invent a product, work on it for a few years, and sell it off to a big software company." In 1991, Brian Harry, Kenny Felder and Larry Iversen left their jobs with DaVinci Systems and set out to develop a source code control system different from all of the others. While at DaVinci, Kenny and Brian had developed a source code control system, code-named "Yoda," for internal use by the company. Convinced that a similar product could be a commercial success, they left DaVinci and set out to develop that commercial product from scratch, based upon what they had learned in their first attempt. Kenny Felder's wife, Joyce, came up with the cool name of "SourceSafe" and displayed the "patience of a saint," according to Kenny, as the developers spent the next two- plus years operating One Tree Software out of Kenny and Joyce's living room. The result: One Tree Software shipped SourceSafe, the first and, for many years, the only project-oriented version control system. SourceSafe versions appeared for DOS, OS/2, UNIX, Mac, Windows and Windows NT.
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WCF 4.0 Multi-tier Services Development with LINQ to EntitiesPackt Publishing, 2010

	WCF is the Microsoft model for building services, whereas LINQ to Entities is the Microsoft ORM for accessing underlying data storage. Want to learn both? You would normally have to dig through huge reference tomes-so wouldn't you agree that a simple-to-follow practical tutorial on WCF and LINQ to Entities is the way to get ahead?
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Wearable Robots: Biomechatronic ExoskeletonsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Being a multidisciplinary area involving subjects such as mechanics, electronics and computing, the

	evolution and spread of robotics to different application sectors still requires intense interaction with

	other fields of science and technology. This applies equally when dealing with wearable robots,

	meaning robotic systems that a...
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Zimbra: Implement, Administer and Manage: Get your organization up and running with Zimbra, fastPackt Publishing, 2007
Zimbra is open-source server and client software for messaging and collaboration: email, group calendaring, contacts, and web document management and authoring. The Zimbra server is available for Linux, Mac OS X, appliances, and virtualization platforms. The Zimbra Web 2.0 Ajax client runs on Firefox, Safari, and IE, and features easy...
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Visual Basic 2012 Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2012


	IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT SIR ISAAC NEWTON was the last person to know everything. He was an

	accomplished physicist (his three laws of motion were the basis of classical mechanics, which defi ned

	astrophysics for three centuries), mathematician (he was one of the inventors of calculus and

	developed Newton’s Method for fi nding...
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Calcium Signalling and Disease: Molecular pathology of calcium (Subcellular Biochemistry)Springer, 2007

	Authors highlight several promising discoveries in the field of calcium signaling that provide new information about both genetic and acquired pathologies. Their discussions will give you new insights into the underlying causes of congenital and acquired diseases and point the way to new, even more promising research and therapies.
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Macromedia Studio MX 2004 : Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2004
Macromedia Studio MX 2004: Training from the Source provides a comprehensive, working introduction to the most powerful Web design and development suite available, Macromedia Studio MX. In this hands-on, project-based book for active learners, you'll get a solid overview of how you can use the integrated workflow...
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